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our journey through spain
Country: Spain

Duration: May 24 to June 12, 2017

Distance traveled within the Country:  
~ 3800 km

Memorable impressions:
In 2008 we only visited Mérida and Burgos on the 
way through with the motorcycles from our Africa trip 
at which time we promised to be back again. This 
time we cruised all around Spain with our Toyota 
Landcruiser visiting the UNESCO World Heritage 
Sites and some other historic places. On our bucket 
list was of course Alhambra in Granada and the 
Mezquita in Córdoba, which both did not disappoint 
with their beautiful Moorish architecture.  No visit to 
Spain is complete until visiting Gaudi’s masterpiece 
the Sagrada Familia in Barcelona. Spain is dotted 
with small picturesque old towns.  It was a pleasure 
to explore the historic town centres of Segovia, 
Àvila, Toledo, Cuenca, Baeza, Úbeda, Càceres 
and Salamanca. Other highlights were the mosaic 
museum in Mérida and the Altamira Caves.
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M ay 13 to 15, 2017:  Mike and I leave Kalkan, Turkey on Saturday May 13 in our Dacia 
Duster.  It takes us (14) hours to get to Alexandropolis in Greece.  With daylight left in 
the day we get my motorcycle out of storage and start it.  The battery is almost dead 

and we boost it.  The fuel light comes on.  It seems weird as it was parked full of fuel and now 
it is empty.  With the battery low the gear indicator is going crazy.  We take it to the nearest gas 
station to put in some premium fuel and check the tire pressure.  A short ride later it seems to 
work better.  We set up the tent and call it a night.  In the morning of May 14 Mike heads back to 
Kalkan, Turkey and I make my way through Greece, Bulgaria, Serbia to Hungary, calling it a day 
after 1050km just past the Serbia/Hungary border.  It is called the Family Hotel.  €50.00/night 
including breakfast not the cheapest place.  For dinner I have Goulash soup, very itting being in 
Hungary. On May 15 I continue through Hungary, Austria into Germany.  After another 1000km 
I reach Markt Bibart and Tom’s Fahrzeugtechnik where I trade in the motorcycle for our Toyota 
Landcruiser.  For the night I set up camp in the backyard of Tom’s shop.  The Toyota had a bunch 
of routine maintenance done including the replacement of the power inverter and installation of 
a new GPS unit.

turKey to gerMany

Leaving 
alexandropolis 

in greece 
and riding to 

germany.

M ay 16 to 19, 2017:   
I head for Weilburg 
to visit/and stay with 

Ingrid and Rolf.  Michael is also 
in the country from the United 
States.  We hadn’t seen each 
other for (12) years.  For the 
next 3 days I catch up with 
friends.

Visiting with rolf, ingrid, Michael and Melanie in Weilburg.
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M ay 20 & 21, 2017: I leave Rolf and 
Ingrid’s place, stop at a supermarket, 
stock up the truck with groceries 

and head for Stuttgart to pick up Mike from the 
Airport.  Mike arrives at around 11pm and we set 
up camp in Weil an der Stadt. On May 21 we 
have an apartment viewing near Freudenstadt.  It 
is a pretty town in the Hochscharzwald.  However, 
the road to the apartment, the drive way and 
the garage were not suited for the Toyota.  
Eliminating the viewing of the apartment.  We 
continue south through the Black Forest, past 
the Titisee to Todtmoos were we have another 
viewing scheduled for the next day.  The garage 
was still too small, but we igured that the truck 
may possibly it in on just the rims (2.33m tall x 
2m wide x 5.50m long).  We set up camp at the 
Schluchsee.

Catching up with Melanie and her daughter Leni in greifenstein.

Camping at the schluchsee in the Black Forest.
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FranCe

east of Lyon in a small village we set up camp for the night.

M ay 22, 2017:  We meet up with Realitor Stefan Warm at the 
apartment in Todtmoos.  The location is perfect.  After the 
viewing we make an ofer.  The Real Estate system works a 

bit diferent in Germany.  A verbal ofer is made with no legal paperwork 
and expiration date of the ofer acceptation or rejection.  Now it is up to 
the owner to get back to us.  Meanwhile we head to Mühlheim.  A mystery 
noise coming from the engine compartment started to be more frequent 
and we igured out that it is something with the Air Conditioning.  By chance 
we see a small Auto Service sign.  The mechanic is from Lebanon and is 
spray painting some hubs gold.  One look under the hood and he points to 

the Air Conditioning belt which being just replaced was too loose.  Problem 
solved, we gave him €10.00 for a case of beer, since he did not want to 
take any money. Now we are ready to enter France.  Before Lyon we turn 
of the Autobahn and follow the GPS to a campsite indicated some 20km 
away in a straight line.  The straight line ended up 40 some kilometres into 
the mountains to a pretty remote small village.  Instead of a campsite there 
is only a B&B.  The owners let us stay for free in the grassy parking lot and 
we are able to use the washrooms.  We decide to have some delicious ice 
cream cocktails.

M ay 23, 2017:  We return to the 
A42 north of Lyon.  Staying on 
the motorway all the way to 

Carcassonne in south-western France.  
The France toll road amounts to €81.30.  
We had past Carcassonne in 2008, but 
had not stopped.  This time we made 
a point to visit the UNESCO citadel of 
Carcassonne.  The campsite, Campéole 
La Cité (€21.10/night), is only a couple of 
kilometers from the citadel.  We irst take 
our bicycles to check out the entrance of 
the walled medieval town.  We decide 
to return after sunset by foot for some 
evening exploration and night pictures of 
the lit-up turrets and ramparts.

Cycling up to the Carcassone with our foldable mountain bicycles.
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CarCassone
The restored citadel of Carcassonne consists of two (2) fortiied enclosures (4th and 13th Centuries), four (4) gates and 52 towers.
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the main entrance to the medieval town.
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Inside the fortiied citadel of Carcassonne at night.
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Dinner at our campsite Campéole La Cité.  the next morning we cross the pyrenees and andorra into spain.
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M ay 24, 2017:  Leaving the motorways behind after Carcassonne 
we now wind our way through the Pyrenees on the D118 & D613 to 
the country of Andorra.  The small 464 km2 independent country 

lies land locked between France and Spain in the Pyrenees.  We enter 
Andorra over the Pas de la Casa, the town is perched on the mountainside 
close to the summit of 2408m Port d’ Envalira.  The town, as all of Andorra, 
is a Tax-Free haven.  Vehicles are lined up at the gas stations, especially 
those coming from France.  As France gasoline and diesel prices are quite 
high.  We are able to get a litre of diesel for €0.916.  Diesel on the France 
motorway was €1.39/litre.  In Andorra La-Vella, the capital, I am able to 
pick up some facial cream for 40% less than in Germany.  We enter Spain 
at La Forga de Moles on the N-145 and turn on the twisty N-260 at Adrall 

to Sort.  The countryside has been beautiful.  At Sort the N-260 straightens 
out and we make good time to El Pont de Suert.  Following the road to the 
Parc Nacional d’ Aigüestortes brings us to the small villages in the Vall de 
Boi and their Catalan Romanesque churches.  At the Església de Santa 
Eulàlia at Erill-la-Vall, we purchase a ticket for €10.00/person that allows 
entry to ive (5) churches in the area.  We climb the six (6) loors of the 
church tower for the view of the village, and in the distance, we can see the 
tower of our next church in de Boi.  Sant Joan is the next church we visit 
followed by the Sant Climent in de Taüll.  The 11th to 12th century Sant 
Climent church depict some faded frescos and the view from the bell tower 
is worth the climb up.  We set up camp at Camping del Remei in the Vall 
de Boi for €23.00/night.

spain

santa euLÀLia 
D’eriLL La VaLL

 
Built in the 11th Century aD, it has one of 
the best bell towers. it is square in plan 
and six storeys high and is decorated 

in the Lombard romanesque style with 
rounded arcading and saw-tooth friezes.

the CataLan roManesQue ChurChes oF VaLL De BoÍ
this unesCo World heritage site consists of nine (9) churches located in the Vall de Boí.
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sant joan 
De BoÍ

also built in the 11th Century aD, 
its nave is decorated with beautifully 

restored mural paintings.
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sant CLiMent 
De taÜLL

Consecrated on the 10th of December 
1123 by ramon guillem, bishop of 

roda-Barbastro. it is best known for 
its painting of Christ in Majesty.
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staying the night at Camping del remei in the Vall de Boi in a pretty campsite and having ravioli and wine for dinner.

M ay 25, 2017:  A pretty drive along the A-14 to Benabarre, 
onwards to Barbastro leads us out of the Pyrenees.  At Huesca 
we turn on the E-07 motorway.  A ring-road by-passes the 

city of Zaragoza.  We follow the A-2 (E-90) all the way to the outskirts of 
Madrid.  The countryside for those few hundred kilometers is wind swept 
and barren.  This area seems to see little rain.  Wind mills dot the horizon.  
Traic starts to increase as we get closer to the capital of Spain, Madrid.  
We detour to Alcala de Henares.  Luckily, we ind a parking spot close to 
the town centre for the truck.  The oldest university in the world founded 
in 1499 still exists in the heart of the town.  At the Museo Arqueológico 
Regional de Alcalá de Henares (entrance free) we receive a city map 
and to our surprise the museum has some nice mosaics on display from 
the Roman period.  After wandering the streets of Alcala de Henares we 

make our way through Madrid to El Escorial and its monastery/palace.  
On Wednesday and Thursday the entrance for EU members is free.  My 
residency card for Germany is accepted and we only pay €10.00 for 
Mike.  Unfortunately, photos are not allowed inside.  The altarpiece of the 
Basilica is overpowering with all its glittering gold.  The royal library hall is 
the highlight of the palace.  Built by 16th century, King Phillip II of Spain, 
it houses over 40,000 books and manuscripts.  It was the irst institution 
to display its books and manuscripts in shelving cases along the walls 
rather than in bays that were placed at right angles. This was done so that 
the titles would be visible to visitors to avoid the damage caused to the 
books when they were taken out to view.  Our campsite is only 8km from 
El Escorial.  One of those mega campsites called Camping-Caravanning 
El Escorial with 700 spots and another 100 Bungalows.  It is €30.00/night.

Leaving the pyrenees behind. 
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puente DeL DiaBLo y puente De La sierra
there are numerous devil’s bridges in europe.  these type of bridges are believed to be called that because 

they were built under such challenging conditions that successful completion of the bridge required a heroic 
efort on the part of the builders and the community, ensuring its legendary status.
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regionaL 
arChaeoLogiCaL 

MuseuM  

the museum, located in the town of alcalá 
de henares, is housed in the former Madre 

de Dios Dominican Convent school, 
founded in the 17th century.
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aLCaLÁ 
De henares

 

the town is a unesCo World heritage site 
and the birthplace of Miguel de Cervantes.  

the oldest university in the world was 
founded in 1499 in Alcalá de Henares.
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royaL site oF san LorenZo De eL esCoriaL
it is the historical residence of the King of spain and functions as a monastery, basilica, royal palace, 

pantheon, library, museum, university, school and hospital.
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the dome above the 
main stairs in the 
el escorial palace 
adorns a massive 
fresco depicting 

st. Lawrence 
praying the trinity.

M ay 26, 2017:  Our next destination is only an hour drive away.  
Segovia is dominated by its Roman aqueduct from the 1st century 
AD and the Alcàzar and huge cathedral.  Approximately 2km of 

Roman aqueduct remains. It was in use until the 19th century. The most 
impressive being the part that spans across the Plaza de la Artilleria and 
del Azoguejo.  The arches reach 29m in height.  The cathedral (Entrance 
€3.00/person) dates from 1525 and is a large gothic style church.  The 
Alcazar (Entrance €8.00/person) is well preserved and houses a museum 
of weaponry.  Our entrance fee includes climbing to the roof top of the 

tower with great views of the city and cathedral.  Another hour south-east 
lies the walled city of Àvila.  With its 2km medieval walls and 88 turrets 
enclosing the old town it is one of if not the best-preserved walled city in 
Europe.  Prior to climbing the wall, we visit Àvila’s cathedral (Entrance 
€5.00/person).  We access the wall at the Los Cuatro Postes Gate and 
walk its entire length open to the public.  The turrets provide great vantage 
points of the old enclosed town and surrounding area.  From Àvila we take 
the A-40 to Toledo.  Our campsite, Camping el Greco for €23.00/night, is 
on the outskirts of Toledo. This is our hottest day in Spain.

We set up camp at the Camping-Caravanning el escorial and enjoy a simple meal with wine for dinner.
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aQueDuCt oF segoVia
the aqueduct consists of 167 majestic stone arches made from granite ashlars.  

this roman engineered masterpiece dates back 2000 years.
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segoVia CatheDraL
the gothic-style roman Catholic cathedral was built mid-16th Century aD.
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aLCÀZar oF segoVia
it was originally built as a fortress but has served as a royal palace, a state prison, a royal 

artillery College and a military academy.  presently it houses a museum and a military archive.
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ÀViLa
2km of medieval walls and 88 turrets enclose the old town.
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ÀViLa CatheDraL
the Cathedral of the saviour was built in the 
late romanesque and gothic architectural 

traditions in the 12th Century aD.
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M ay 27, 2017:  Most cathedrals and museums or sightseeing 
sites in Spain do not open until 10am, at which time also most of 
the tourists arrive.  As we are camped close to town, we are able 

to visit the old town of Toledo earlier.  Finding parking is also much easier 
around 8 and 9am.  We park the truck at the Puente de San Martin bridge.  
A beautiful old bridge that spans the Rio Tajo and the perfect gateway to 
the old town.  The walled town is actually quite large and the narrow streets 
combined with tall old buildings make it easy to get lost.  As we wander the 
streets we are drawn to a marzipan shop.  The sweets that are made from 
marzipan are delicious.  The shop has been around for over 150 years and 
the recipes are a family secret.  The store also has the largest igure made 
out of marzipan.  We bought some marzipan creations for ourselves and 
another box for Petra and Ewald.  Needless to say that our box did not 
make it until the end of the day.  At 10am we get our €10.00/person ticket 

to enter the Cathedral Primada.  It is really over the top, especially the high 
Altar Reredos and the Choir.  It also houses a 16th century Gothic silver 
and gold monstrance. The only other must see is El Greco’s masterpiece, 
the Burial of the Count of Orgaz, which is housed in the Iglesia de Santo 
Tome (Entrance €2.80/person).  40km to the east of Toledo lies Aranjuez.  
It is noon as we arrive and very hot in the mid day sun.  Not sure what 
to expect we are surprised at the Palacio Real de Aranjuez and its 300 
hectares (740 acres) of shady royal garden.  Perfect place to take a stroll 
with temperatures too hot to be in the sun.  Our exploration was limited to 
the 18th century Prince’s Garden between the Palace and River Tagues.  
It is decorated with fountains, sculptures and lots of shady trees.  We 
continue east on A-40 to Cuenca.  Our campsite is approximately 10km 
north of Cuenca in a beautiful canyon of the Sierra de Valdecabras, called 
Camping-Caravanning Cuenca for €19.80/night.

after visting Àvila we set up camp at the Camping el greco close to toledo and treat ourselves to a BBQ for dinner.
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toLeDo
an ancient town enclosed in medieval 

walls where Christians, jews, and 
Muslims lourished and built an array 

of churches, convents, palaces, 
fortresses, synagogues, and mosques.

the puente de san Martin bridges across the rio tajo. the alcázar dominates the skyline.
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the Monasterio de san juan de los reyes with a Christian and Moorish facade.
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the Catedral de toledo built in a gothic style dates back to the 13th Century aD.
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paLaCio reaL De aranjueZ 
part of the unesCo World heritage cultural landscape, this royal site is the country residence of the 

spanish Kings and Queens consisting of the palace and 300 hectares of beautiful shaded garden.
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M ay 28, 2017:  We enter Cuenca from the Sierra de Valdecabras 
on the road that follows the top embankment of the canyon with 
amazing views.  Between 8 and 9am the streets of Cuenca 

are deserted and perfect for taking pictures of narrow streets and houses 
that are perched on the clifs.  The old town sits on top of an outcrop 
surrounded by the Júcar and Huécar rivers.  The best hanging houses 
are over the Huécar ravine.  The entire area has lots of pathways with 
great panoramic viewing spots.  We really enjoyed the peacefulness of 
the place.  Continuing east we enter a prettier country-side and with that 
the windy roads return.  The way is dotted with small villages, deserted 
in the mid-day heat, and outcrops of beautiful churches, old castles and 
fortresses.  The A-40 leads us to Teruel and its beautiful Mudéjar towers.  

As we wander the streets we end up at the Plaza del Torico.  A large crowd 
of locals have gathered and as if our arrival was the que the Festival of 
the Giants starts.  A procession of Giants with a group of drumming and 
trumpeting musicians in tow from Teruel and neighboring towns parade 
through the square.  It was perfect timing to experience the local Spanish 
culture and costumes.  After an hour we are back on the road again, now 
heading north-east on the N-420 and N-211 to Alcaňiz and onwards to join 
the AP-2 toll road at Fraga.  Luckily, we did not have to stay too long on the 
motorway.  Turning south at L’Albi we make our way to Sierra de Prades, a 
beautiful hilly and green area.  We set up camp at Parc de Vacanes Serra 
de Prades for €24.00/night.

in toledo we picked up some delicious marzipan creations from the famous santo tomé shop.  the life size statue of santo tomé 
in the shop is entirely made of marzipan.  staying at Camping-Caravanning Cuenca in the canyon of the sierra de Valdecabras.

a pretty drive along the canyon before reaching Cuenca.
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CuenCa
 

an ancient walled town founded by the 
Moors is perched on a limestone clif 
between the júcar and huécar rivers.  

it is most noted for its narrow 
cobblestoned streets and pretty stone 

houses clinging to the clifs.
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terueL
the town is known for its Mudéjar 

towers, Moorish-inluenced architecture, 
built between 12th and 16th Century aD. 
the torre de el salvador, torre de san 

Martin, Catedral de santa Maria de teruel 
and the La escalinata are beautiful 

examples of the Mudéjar style.
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FestiVaL oF the 
giants

 in the plaza del torico a parade of 
giants is in full swing.  the giants

 are up to 4m tall and represent 
historical or folk characters.
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M ay 29, 2017:  An early start was not possible as the Monestir de 
Poblet (the Monastery of Santa Maria de Poblet) did not open 
until 10am and we were only camped 10km away.  At 10am we 

park in the huge empty parking lot and wait for the ticket oice to open.  
An Austrian couple hands us a coupon to reduce the entrance fee, which 
is €4.50/person with the discount.  The next tour is at 10:30am.  It is the 
irst and most important Cistercian monastery.  Restoration of the abbey is 
mostly complete.  Again, as in most Cathedrals/Churches the altarpiece is 
uniquely decorated by an alabaster reredos.  Royal tombs are on display 
on both sides of the altar, very diferent to any other cathedral/church 
we had seen in the past.  From the monastery we head south through 
Reus, past Tarragona, an area heavily built up with industry.  We are of 

to visit dear friends of ours we had met in 2008 in Namibia at the Fish 
River Canyon.  After our very short meeting they came to Canada in 2011 
and somewhat contributed to us now living in Turkey.  Both Petra and 
Ewald at the age of 52 quit their jobs and sold everything in Germany 
to retire in Spain.  Now, both 70 years old, they are in good health and 
have never regretted the move.  They own a nice 1000m2 plot of land 
with two (2) Spanish style villas in La Plaja de Miami, approximately 25km 
south of Tarragona on the coast.  Enjoying each others company we sit 
on the terrace sipping sparkling wine, overlooking the perfect manicured 
backyard and the swimming pool for six (6) hours without moving.  We 
have Spanish tapas and home-made spinach quiche for dinner.  This is the 
life.  Our room is in the dormitory.  

Monestir De 
poBLet

the Monastery of santa Maria de 
poblet was founded by Cistercian 

monks in 1151. Most striking is 
the royal pantheon.
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M ay 30, 2017:  After a plentiful and relaxed breakfast, we head to 
Tarragona, a large town with a major industrial port.  We, however 
,are here to see the Roman remnants which are scattered all 

over the town.  We park the truck close to the north-western wall entrance.  
At the Circ Romà (Roma Circus) and Pretori Romà (Roman Tower in the 
provincial Forum Representation Square) we purchase a ticket combo for 
€7.40/person that includes four (4) of the main monuments.  The Roman 
Circus is a irst for us and the passage ways quite unique.  The Roman 
Tower provides a good panoramic view of the neighbouring Amphitheatre.  
There is not much left of the Amphitheatre and the seating area has been 
rebuilt.  From the Amphitheatre we make our way to the Fórum Local (Local 
Forum) sitting in the midst of high rises.  A couple of standing columns 
and lots of imagination ills in what used to make up the Forum.  Our last 
stop in town is the Muralla (Roman Wall).  The walls are well preserved 

and one can clearly see the addition of new walls above existing over the 
centuries.  The best part of Tarragona lies 3km outside the city, right beside 
the toll road AP-7.  The Aqüeducte Romà (Roman Aqueduct) or Aqüeducte 
de les Ferrores, spans majestically across a gorge.  Fully intacked it was 
built in the 2nd Century.  We had gotten lost taking the wrong path to the 
aqueduct, the 800m, ended up 3 to 4km, but it was a nice walk through 
the woods.   We stop of at Lidl and stock up our groceries, fuel up for 
almost record low of €0.989/litre.  We are back at Petra & Ewald’s place by 
6pm and go out for dinner to one of their favourite places.  For appetizer 
we have cold tomato like soup and bread with dip.  The salad is followed 
by the main course of duck and mashed potatoes or crispy chicken on a 
bed of noodles.  The dessert is a peachy lavored lambeed sugar crust.  
Back at the villa, Petra serves up some home-made Mohnkuchen.  It is yet 
another late night.

Mike whips up a breakfast for Champions in the back of our truck in the parking lot of the monastery.

staying at petra and ewald’s beautiful 
home in La plaja de Miami
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tarraCo
the city of tarraco, today called 
tarragona, is the oldest roman 

settlement on the iberian peninsula, 
having become the capital of the 
province of hispania Citerior in 

the 1st century BC.

the circus and forum houses a museum, displaying sarcophagus, statues and mosaics.
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roman remnants of a amphitheatre, Colonial Forum and 
roman wall are surrounded by the built up town of tarragona.
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pont De DiaBLe 
the Ferreres Bridge, is a roman aqueduct that supplied water to tarraco.  it is 217m long and has a maximum height of 27m.
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M ay 31, 2017:  Another elaborate breakfast greets us in the 
morning.  We plan to be on the road early.  Ewald hands over a 
jar of their home-made marmalade and we say our good-byes.  

I have a feeling that we will run into each other again in some foreign 
country.  We head back north-east on the AP-7 to Barcelona.  Parking 
is a nightmare with our truck close to downtown.  After an hour driving 
around we secure a spot by the habour only 500m from the Cathedral.  
It is limited to 2hr maximum parking, but free from 2-4pm and after 9pm.  
Since we arrive at noon we immediately have 4hrs parking.  Enough time 
to head to the Sagrada Familia.  It is a 4km walk to the church.  The only 
tickets still available are the basic type for entrance at 7pm for €18.00/
person.  Better than nothing, this leaves us lots of time to explore the rest 
of the city.  Another kilometer further is the Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant 
Pau.  Designed by Lluís Domènech i Montaner, it is a unique design of a 
hospital, consisting of 26 Mudéjar style pavilions set in a large garden, with 
patients outside in the fresh air.  Entrance is €14.00/person and we decide 
to skip it. Next we tour the Quadrat d’Or (Golden Square) which contains 
the Casa Milà “La Pedrera” and Casa Batlló, a couple of Gaudi creations.  
On the way to the old town we pass the Palau de la Música Catalana.  The 

next English-speaking tour is not for another hour and we are tired and 
hungry.  Instead of visiting the Palau de la Música Catalana and its glorious 
stained glass dome, sculptures and tilework we opt for some Paella on 
the harbor with some Sangria.  Paella is a typical Spanish dish including 
round bomba rice, safron and meat.  We have it with chicken.  Served in a 
large frying pan for two (2) people to share it and it deinitely hits the spot.  
We top up the meter every couple of hours and ignore the 2-hr maximum 
parking limit.  At 6pm we walk the 4km to Gaudi’s most famous creation, a 
masterpiece still under construction, the Sagrada Familia.  Called Europe’s 
most unconventional church, the Temple Expiatori de la Sagrada Familia.  
A church that can not be more unique in the world.  Entering at 7pm we 
experience as the evening sun loods through the huge colorful mosaic 
windows.  The plainness of the inside is in such contrast to the facades of 
the outside church.  By the time we return to the truck our feet are soar and 
we are tired.  We set up camp at a very basic campsite 4km north of our 
current parking spot for €30.00/night surrounded by a few busy motorways.  
It is really only a fenced parking lot with a trailer type run down sanitary 
facilities.  We enjoyed Barcelona and its pretty streets, lined with trees, lots 
of room for pedestrians and out-door restaurants.

Delicious dinner with petra and ewald.

after an huge breakfast we hit the road again.
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BarCeLona

We enter Barcelona old town through the Ciutadella park, wander along the passeig de pujades and 
passing through the arc de triunfo.  2.8km furtheron is the former hospital de la santa Creu i sant pau.

hospitaL sant pau
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Casa de les punxes

Casa Batlló and Casa amatller

Casa Lleó i Morera Casa Milà

QuaDrat D’or
Barcelona’s golden Mile is an 

open-air museum with works by 
antoni gaudí, Domènech i Montaner 

and puig i Cadafalch.
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paLau De La 
MÚsiCa CataLana
Designed by Lluís Domènech i Montaner 

and inaugurated in 1908. the palau is 
typical of Catalan modernism.

For dinner we have paella on the harbor 
with some sangria.  paella is a typical 
spanish dish and usually consists of  

round bomba rice, safron and chicken 
or ish.   It is served in a large frying pan.
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sagraDa FaMiLia 
the most famous landmark in Barcelona, the unconvential church of the temple expiatori de la sagrada Familia.
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the passion Façade, oriented to the west, depicts the passion and the death of jesus.
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The Nativity Façade, facing east, represents the most direct Gaudí inluence.
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the design of gaudi’s church vault is based on tree-like columns, eliminating the use of external buttresses.
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The Mediterranean evening light loods through the beautifully stained glass windows.
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The church is layed out in a Latin cross shape and consists of ive (5) naves.
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j une 01, 2017:  Relieved to leave the big city behind we get on the 
C-32 and join the toll road AP-7 at Tarragona following the coast 
to Valencia.  Spain’s 3rd largest city and of course it took us a 

while to ind a parking spot.  Equipped with GPS we cross the Jardines 
del Rio Turia to the centre of the city.  The La Lonja is located in the Plaza 
del Mercado and is a late Gothic hall built between 1482 and 1498 as a 
Commodities Exchange building.  Across from the La Lonja is the even 
more interesting Mercado Central.  A bustling market located in a beautiful 
building.  Here we get a chance to try the famous local drink horchata, a 
very sweet, milky drink made from ground chufas (earth almonds).  Taking 
the inland route from Valencia, we follow the A-7 past Alicante to the nearby 
town of Elche.  The town consists of large areas illed with Palm trees.  It 
is said that the irst Palm trees were planted as far back as 500BC. We 
take a stroll through an area covered in Palms and head for Santa Pola 
approximately 10km away on the coast.  Camping Bahia de Santa Pola 
is located 1km inland from the beach surrounded by roads, shopping and 
residential houses.  Actually, the campsite is quite nicely laid out.  We 
ended up in the Africa section (somehow itting).  Facilities were top notch 
all for €20.00/night.  It seemed a lot of Brits over-wintered here.  At the bar 
I was able to get a bottle of cold Rose wine for €2.00, at irst, I thought he 
was kidding.  It was not high quality for that price, but better than walking 
2km to Aldi in the scorching late afternoon heat. the Cathedral of the holy Cross and saint eulalia in Barcelona

La Lonja 
the gothic style hall used to be the former Commodities exchange Building located in the plaza del Mercado of Valencia.
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paLMeraL oF 
eLChe

A total of 97 diferent orchards 
containing about 70,000 date palms 

with an with ancient and still 
functioning irrigation system dating 
as far back as the 5th Century BC.

Inside the Mercado Central we ind the famous local drink horchata, a very sweet, milk-like drink made from ground chufas.

Camping Bahia de santa pola.
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j une 02, 2017:  We stay inland on the A-7 (non-toll road) passing 
Muroia, Lorca to Almeria.  At Almeria we join up with the coast 
again and the very build up coast line.  The sky is super hazy.  The 

area from Almeria to Motril is covered in green houses.  Past El Ejido the 
new motorway winds its way through the hills/mountains along the coast.  
The mountains are barren of trees. Small villages dot the coastline below 
on the old coastal highway.  We turn north at Motril onto the A-44 climbing 
along the Sierra Nevada National Park all the way to Granada.  We arrive 
around 2pm at the Camping-Motel Sierra Nevada.  Again, the campsite is 
in the midst of the city.  Most sites have limited shade and we have been 
using our canopy on the truck.  The campsite is €25.80/night.  We unload 
the bicycles.  The GPS points us in the general direction of Alhambra.  We 
want to check out the ticket situation.  In a straight line we are about 3.5km 
from the site.  Somehow, we had miscalculated the hilly terrain of the place 
and numerous valleys.  After reaching the top of the irst hill we can see 
Alhambra, but the road ends and a big valley lies between us.  Back down 

we climb again only to be faced with the same issue.  On the 3rd attempt 
we ind the bridge Paseo de los Tristes.  Too steep and rocky to ride up we 
push the bicycles up the Cuesta del Rey Chico along the ancient walls to 
the Alhambra entrance ticket building.  A sign “Sold Out” greets us.  At the 
ticket booth I am told to return at 8am the next morning.  It took us just over 
7km to get here and only 5km back to the campsite and mainly downhill.  
At the campsite we attempt to buy tickets for the next day online, but it 
seems to be sold out.  Asking for help at the reception, we are conirmed 
that no tickets are available for the next day.  But we can purchase tickets 
for the following day June 4 right from reception.  With only a commission 
of €1.00/ticket it is a no brainer.  Using the Visa card she books the tickets 
online for €14.40/person for a morning visit at Alhambra from 8:30am 
to 2pm.  The earliest available timeslot for the Nasrid Palaces is 1pm.  
The ticket includes the Generalife and Alhambra (Alcazaba and Nasrid 
Palaces).  With tickets inally in hand we are forced to take a rest day. 

staying at Camping-Motel sierra 
nevada in granada.  after a bicycle 
ride to alhambra we have dinner.  

our little BBQ is getting a work-out 
on the spain trip.
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j une 03, 2017:  A well-deserved rest day.  
It gave us the chance to catch up on the 
general and other routine maintenance 

things.  We could not even be bothered to walk 
into the old town of Granada (the name Granada 
means actually pomegranate).

our rest day.  Mike prepares breakfast and dinner for champions and we are joined by a little kitten.

j une 04, 2017:  We leave the campsite with the truck at 8am and 
park it in P-4 at the Alhambra site.  Being one of the irst visitors 
through the gate we follow the recommended itinerary starting 

with the Royal water channel, remains of the Medina, through the gardens 
of the Convent of San Francisco to the baths of the Mosque (a nice 
highlight).  Another highlight is the Palace of Charles V, the interior circular, 
two story, pillared area is set up for special concerts.  It is a beautiful 
place.  The building also houses the free museum of Alhambra.  A must 
see as it has some unique items very well preserved from the Moorish 
period.  Unfortunately, no pictures were allowed.  From here we are of to 
the Alcazaba and to the top of the Torre de la Vela (Watch-Tower).  The 
Alcazaba is one of the oldest parts of Alhambra.  We retrace our steps back 
to the entrance and visit the Generalife.  The lower garden is beautifully 
manicured and the shadiness just what we need.  The Palace of the 
Generalife, with its Patio de la Acequia (Court of the Water Channel) and 
Moorish architecture surprisingly has survived intact to date.  At noon we 
return to the Alcazaba area to get a couple of ham and cheese sandwiches 
for lunch.  The entrance to the Nasrid Palaces is close by.  At 1pm we and 
another 200 some tourists are allowed to enter.  The size of the palaces 
and amount of excellent preserved wall decorations are amazing.  It is truly 
a beautifully preserved place, reminding us of Morocco and Egypt.  To see 
the Nasrid Palaces takes a good hour and we return to the parking lot at 
around 2:30pm.  We decide to push on and head north-east on highway 
A-44 to the small town of Baeza.  Late afternoon the narrow streets of the 
little town are deserted and we check out the Plaza del Pópulo, Puerta 
de Jaén y Arco de Villalar, visit the Cathedral (Entrance €4.00/person), 
wander past the Fuente de Santa Maria and Antigua Universidad to return 
to the truck.  Only another 10km further is Úbeda another Renaissance old 
town.  Perched on the hill it overlooks 100’s of square kilometers of olive 

plantations.  Ever since leaving Granada a 120kms away we been seeing 
nothing but olive trees.  In Úbeda we choose to see only the Capilla del 
Salvador, Parador de Úbeda, Palacio de las Cadenas and Santa Maria 
de los Reales Alcàzares.  All these monuments/buildings are located in 
the Plaza de Vazquez de Molina and therefore easy to visit.  From Úbeda 
we head east on A-4 to Cordoba.  Arriving at 7pm we exhaustingly set up 
camp at the Camping El Brillante for €27.00/night.
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aLhaMBra
A fortiied Moorish palace, built between 1248 and 1354 and the last stronghold of the Muslim kings of Granada.

After strolling along the Promenade of the Cypress Tree we enter the fortiication by the Torre del Aqua 
(Water tower), then passing the torre de los siete suelos (tower of the seven Floors) and the Convento de san Francisco.
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the house where 
musician Ángel 

Barrios was born 
and lived contains 

the partial preserved 
Mezquita Mayor 
mosque baths.
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torre de la justicia (justice tower) is one of the main entrances to alhambra.

the towers outer and inner façades 
have some unique features. there are 

inscriptions from the Koran right 
below a niche with a sculpture of the 

Virgin Mary and the Child jesus.  
the hand of Fatima and  a key with a 

cord are also ingraved in a marble slab 
above the gates horseshoe arch.
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the palacio de Carlos V (Charles V palace) is a square palace with a circular patio in its centre.
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the palace was designed by pedro Machuca, an experienced architect in love with the renaissance.
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the alcazaba (Fortress), is the oldest part of alhambra and consists of the plaza de armas (arms square), 
the torre de las armas (arms tower) and the torre de la Vela (Watch tower).
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the generalife, built in the 13th Century, became a leisure place for the Kings of granada.  
the patio de la acequia (patio of the irrigation Ditch) forms an integrate part of the generalife.
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The Mexuar, which belonged to the original Nasrid palaces and was used for justice administration and State afairs.
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The Patio de los Arrayanes (Court of the Myrtles), most famous for its beautiful pond and relections.
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the intricate and elaborate designs and decorations of the ceilings, walls and archways.
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These are the rooms of the Cuarto o Palacio de Comares (Comares Palace), which was the oicial residence of the King.
the sala de la Barca (hall of the Boat) and the hall of the ambassadors.
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the palacio de los Leones (palace of the Lions) and the patio de 
los Leones (patio of the Lions) was the private area of the palace.
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the sala de los Mocárabes (hall of the Mocarabes).
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the sala de los abencerrajes (hall of the abencerrajes).
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the sala de los reyes (hall of the Kings).
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the sala de Dos hermanas (hall of the two sisters).
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the sala de los ajimeces (hall of the ajimeces), the Mirador de Daraxa (Daraxa’s Mirador) and the Baños (Baths).
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We exit the nasrid palaces close to the torre de las Damas (Ladies tower).  
The Torre de la Cautiva (Tower of the Captive) is our inal stop before leaving Alhambra behind.

BaeZa
the town is the best-preserved examples of italian renaissance architecture in spain and part of the unesCo World heritage 

List. notable buildings are the santa María Fountain and Cathedral, the Fountain of the Lions and Villalar arch.
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the interior of the Cathedral of the assumption of the Virgin of Baeza.
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ÚBeDa 
in close proximity of Baeza, this town is also listed as a unesCo World heritage site due to its unique renaissance architecture.
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the sacra Capilla del salvador located in the plaza de Vázquez de Molina of Úbeda.
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j une 05, 2017:  There are three (3) main sites that are on our 
bucket list for Spain.  The Sagrada Familia in Barcelona, Alhambra 
in Granada and the Mezquita in Córdoba.  Our campsite is only 

3km walk away from the Mezquita and surrounding old quarters.  We set 
of at 9am from the campsite, as the Mezquita does not open until 10am.  
As luck should have it, we are able to get entrance tickets 10 minutes 
prior to opening from an automatic ticket dispenser.  The main line up 
to the manned booth is already a 100 people deep and the ticket booth 
does not open until 10am.  We enter the Mezquita with the irst 20 people 
and have the entire place pretty much to ourselves.  The highlight of the 
Mezquita is the Arches and Pillars, more than 850 columns of granite, 
jasper and marble support the roof.  It is just awe inspiring.  The vastness 
of the place enables us to take a lot of pictures without the crowds of 
tourists.  Even through the Mezquita is today a Cathedral, where services 
are held daily, the past has been preserved.  Córdoba’s Great Mosque 
was originally started by Abd al Raham I between 785 to 787.  Today the 
magniicent mihrab (prayer niche) and arches and pillars survive from the 
12th century.  The Royal Chapel has a beautifully decorated vault.  After 
the visit of the Mosque-Cathedral we explore the narrow streets of old 

Córdoba, including the Jewish quarters and the Puente Romano. Walking 
across the old Roman bridge that spans the Rio Guadalquivir we stop for 
brunch at a bar/restaurant.  It is the perfect chance for us to try some local 
tapas which are served after 11am.  Each tapa is only €2.00, we expect 
little portions and therefore order seven (7) dishes in total.  Well it was way 
too much food.  We tried Albondigas (meatballs in spicy tomato sauce), 
Chorizo al Vino (sausage lavoured with paprika and garlic cooked in wine 
sauce), Tortilla Espanola (Spanish omelette consisting of onions, potatoes 
and eggs), Boquerones al Natural (Fresh anchovies in garlic and olive oil), 
Russian Salad (tuna lavored), a tomato sauce with olive oil and bread, 
a red and green pepper salad topped with tuna.  The entire bill comes to 
€20.50 including our soft drinks.  Originally, we had planned to walk into 
Córdoba at night, but we made it only to the next pharmacy.  I had been 
plagued by an ever-worsening bladder infection for a week.  Of course, 
we are told that without a doctor visit a prescription for antibiotics was not 
possible.  However, the pharmacist took pity on me and told me that I didn’t 
receive it from him.  It was impossible to walk anywhere without being in 
pain.  The antibiotics did its job in a couple of days. 

after setting up camp at 
the Camping el Brillante in 

Córdoba, we enjoy sacchetti 
with a glass of sangria.
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MeZQuita / 
CatheDraL De 

CÓrDoBa
the great Mosque-Cathedral of 

Córdoba.  the structure is based 
on Moorish archetecture. 
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the most striking part is the arcaded hypostyle hall, with 856 columns of jasper, onyx, marble, granite and porphyry.
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the expansion of abd al-rahman ii, which was one of several additions of naves to enlarge the prayer hall.
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the Main Chapel, altarpiece, transept and Choir.
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the Choir consisting of an ensemble that includes 30 upper seats and 23 lower seats designed by pedro Duque Cornejo.
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the Mihrab in the area of the Maqsurah, located in the central area of the qibla wall.
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in the Mid-6th Century the Visigoth Basilica of san Vicente was born, it was than replaced by the original Muslim Mosque of 
Abd al-Rahman I by 788. After the Christians conquered Córdoba it was taken over in 1146 and turned into a Catholic Cathedral.
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exploring Córdoba and walking across the old roman bridge that spans the rio guadalquivir.
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trying every spanish tapa on the Menu.

Wandering through the 
narrow streets of the jewish 

quarters in Córdoba.
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j une 06, 2017:  From Córdoba we take the A-4 east to Seville.  We 
luck out on the parking spot which is only 500m from the Cathedral 
and right beside the Torre del Oro.  The Cathedral has a long line-

up, but moves relative fast.  Entrance is €5.00/person.  These cathedrals 
are all pretty much the same.  Way over the top on the gold and silver 
decorations.  Maybe we had seen too many cathedrals, but to us it was just 
another church where too much high value treasuries taken from places 
conquered by the Spanish are displayed.  It is unbelievable how much 
money is kept in religious buildings.  The Mezquita in Córdoba is far more 
spectacular to us than the Seville Cathedral.  On we go to the line-up of the 
Real Alcàzar, which is €9.50/person.  The palaces rooms are wonderfully 
decorated in Mudéjar style, based on the Granada and Toledo palaces.  

Huge tapestries cover the Charles V rooms.  Each room seems to out do 
the other.  The mid-day sun is blasting down on us and we are glad to get 
out of the big city heading south-east to the Parque Nacional de Doñana.  
Too hot to be walking outside.  We set up camp at the El Rocio Campsite 
for €20.50/night.  En-route to the campsite we see hundreds and hundreds 
of vehicles leaving the area.  At the campsite we are told that we just 
missed the one-week pilgrimage of more than 70 brotherhoods who pay 
homage to the Virgen del Rocio.  It would have been a mad house.  El 
Rocio is also called the town of horses.  Lots of carriages with traditional 
dressed locals could been seen.  For us it is time to hit the swimming pool.  
The only one that actually has water in it from all the campsites we have 
stayed at to date.  It also is a good place to do a load of laundry. 

seViLLe CatheDraL 
The main mosque and minerat was constructed between 1184 and 1198.  After the conquest of Spain the mosque was 

converted into a Cathedral in 1248. Today it is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and the largest Gothic Cathedral in the World.

the retrochoir. tomb of Christopher Columbus.tomb of cardinal juan de Cervantes.
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the main alterpiece, the ceiling above the choir, the organ, the gothic nave and stained glass windows.

the tomb of Christopher Columbus.
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the ceiling of the Dome of the Main Vestry of seville Cathedral. 
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reaL aLCÀZar
historically known as al-Qasr al-Muriq, the royal palace is a masterpiece of Mudéjar patios and halls. 

The irst fortiied structure was built in 913 by the irst caliph of Andalusia Abd al-Rahman III.

the patio del yeso (patio of plaster) is one of the earliest Moorish remains of 12th Century almohad alcázar.

two types of tiles were used in the palace, the majolica and arista tiles.
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the Charles V rooms large tapestries.

the gardens of alcázar.
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The Patio de las Doncellas (Patio of the Maidens). The loor tiles are an example of the arista technique.

alcázar water cistern.
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the salón de embajadores (ambassadors’ hall) and its gilded doom.
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the patio de las Muñecas (Courtyard of the Dolls).

after setting up camp at the el rocio Campsite we enjoy a dip in the pool.

the plaza de toros 
de la Maestranza 
(left) is seville’s 
famous bullring.

the torre del oro 
(right) was built by 

the almohads.
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j une 07, 2017:  One of the entrances to the park is at Matalascañas 
approximately 15km from the campsite.  It is a small resort town 
with a large sandy beach.  At the far eastern end of town is a 

deteriorated board walk or better the drifting sand has swallowed up a 
lot of it.  From the self-guided footpath, one gets a full view of the beach 
and the coastal dunes.  The Parque Nacional de Doñana is very diverse 
eco-system, ranging from wetland to sand dunes.  If lucky one might get a 
glimpse of a rare Lynx.  We did not.  We head back north past Seville on 
the A-66 to Mérida.  We had visited the outdoor Roman sites of Mérida in 
2008, but missed the Museo Nacional de Arte Romano.  It displays Roman 
ceramics, great mosaics, coins and statues found in the area during the 
excavation of the sites.  Entrance is €3.00/person and includes the crypt, 
an old roman road and some houses that were uncovered while building 
the museum.  From Mérida we continue north-east to Guadalupe.  This 

place is a bit out of the way, but takes us on a scenic drive through the 
countryside into a green and wooded area.  We arrive in the village at 
4:30pm.  Just in time to get the last tour of the Monasterio de Guadalupe 
for €5.00/person, but it is in Spanish only.  In addition, a large busload 
of Spanish pilgrimages arrive to join us.  The tour leads us through the 
usual, a chapter house, displaying illuminated manuscripts, the cloister 
with massive paintings, the church and at last everyone kissed the dress of 
the Virgin of Guadalupe, which is held out by a monk.  It was a brutally long 
hour tour.  From the outside the monastery looks more of a fairy tale castle 
perched on the hill.  The village has a pastry store where we pick up some 
locally made specialties.  Only 3km form the village in the valley below a 
campsite called Jadsan S.L. Las Villuercas ofers some cheap camping for 
only €10.00/night, with some super fast internet connection. 

parQue naCionaL De DoÑana 
the park protects a very diverse eco-system, ranging from wetland to sand dunes.
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Museo naCionaL 
De arte roMano

the museum displays roman ceramics, 
mosaics, coins and statues found in the area 

during the excavation of the Mérida sites.
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reconstructed roman living room.
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the Mosaic of the seven sages depicting 
agamemnon, achilles, ulysses and Briseis.

the hunting of the Wild-Boar inframed in the Four seasons and Four Kantharos from the roman villa of Las tienda.
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MosaiC oF the Charioteers 
 

the enormous mosaic dates from the 
4th Century AD and is adorned with motifs 
of vegetables, drinking vessel, vines and 
grapes. the central part of the mosaic is 

heavily damaged, but the sections 
adjacent to it are in excellent shape, 
depicting a victorious charioteers.
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Floor mosaic portraying a poet with Muses and several scenes, some with intellectual characters (2nd Century aD).

Mosaic of the Kidnap of europe Mosaic signed by the creater Baritto Floor Mosaic with motifs
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Beautiful geometric mosaics and detailed mosaics with hellenistic motifs and schemes.
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During the construction of the new museum an ancient roman road, remains of houses and a crypt was uncovered.
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Monasterio De guaDaLupe 
the royal Monastery of santa María of guadalupe originated in the late 13th Century and is a unesCo World heritage site.
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j une 08, 2017:  From Guadalupe we cut across through Zorita, 
Triyillo to Càceres, 100km east. Càceres is Spain’s irst UNESCO 
World Heritage Site.  The old town is a pleasure to explore.  The 

streets seemed eerie deserted of people, maybe because it is still too early 
in the morning.  We follow the street-by-street guide of the DC Travel Guide 
starting at the Arco de la Estrella, followed by the Casa del Sol, the Iglesia 
de San Mateo, Casa y Torre de las Cigüeñas to the Càceres Museum, with 
its magniicent water system dating back to the Moorish times.  After the 
Casade los Golines de Abajo and Iglesia de Santa Maria we return to the 
Arco de la Estrella.  The centre of the old town has beautifully preserved 
Renaissance buildings and even some of them date back to Alfonso IX ‘s 
time (1227AD).  From Càceres we head 200km north-east to Salamanca.  
It is already scorching hot by the time we leave Càceres and we are not 
looking forward to exploring the old town of Salamanca in the afternoon 
heat.  However, it starts to cloud over a bit just as we get to Salamanca.  
We ind a free parking spot a mere 100m from the Iglesia-Convento de 
San Esteban.  The façade is particular impressive.  Again, the entire town 
is a pleasure to explore, especially as it seems that everyone is having a 
siesta and the streets are deserted.  The street-by-street guide is perfect 

and leads us to all the highlights.  It deinitely is Spain’s inest showcase 
of Renaissance and Plateresque architecture.  At every street corner an 
amazing building façade greets us.  From the Torre del Clavero we enter 
the restored Palacio de Fonseca with its disturbing sculptures supporting 
the balconies above.  The sculptures seem to be from el Dante’s torture 
book.  The Plaza Major is massive and very unique.  All four sides are 
pretty much the same façade.  Originally it was used for bullights, which 
makes a bit more sense of why all the same balconies.  The Casa de las 
Conaches (House of Shells) is easy to spot as its exterior is covered in 
sculpted shells.  We walk as far as the Palaciode Monterrey and return to 
the centre.  One of Europe’s oldest university has an elaborate façade with 
a medallion carved relief, which depicts the Catholic Monarchs.  Our walk 
around the Vieja and Nueva Cathedral is wonderful.  We wonder where 
all the tourists are.  Sometimes we do not have a person in the picture.  
Our last stop is the Puente Romano, a roman bridge that spans the Rio 
Tormes built in the 1st Century.  We decide to push on to Las Médulas a 
good 300km north-west of Salamanca.  At 7pm we arrive at the El Bierzo 
Campsite and set up camp for €16.28/night.

staying at the campsite called jadsan s.L. Las Villuercas Campsite and enjoying some local dessert and amarone wine.

We enter the old town of Càceres from the plaza Mayor through the arco de la estrella.
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CÀCeres 
Declared a unesCo site due to its blend of roman, Moorish, northern gothic and italian renaissance architecture.

Casa del sol Casa de los Caballosarco de la estrella

Convento de san pablo
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palacio de los Cáceres-ovando and iglesia de la preciosa sangre.
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the Museo provincial, housed in the Casa de las Veletas, show cases a cistern.
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saLaManCa
The centre of the town is an UNESCO World Heritage Site as it showcases the inest Renaissance and Plateresque architecture.
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the iglesia-Convento de Dan esteban has the most impressive plateresque façade.

Church of san pablo. torre del Clavero.
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the palacio de la salina 
is built in a plateresque 

style with italian 
elements in 1538.
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the 18th Century plaza Mayor.

the Casa de las Conchas.
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the universidad with its elaborate façade.  the medalion depicts the Catholic Monarchs.
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the Catedral Vieja and Catedral 
nueva, were constructed in two 
styles, late gothic and Baroque.

La Clerecía. puente romano.the palacio de Monterrey.
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the tower and Dome of the Catedral nueva.
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j une 09, 2017:  A twisty narrow road leads us through the village of 
Orellàn and further up the mountain to a viewpoint high above the 
village of Las Médulas.  Between the 1st and 4th Century AD the 

Romans mined the area for Gold.  The ancient artiicial lake, the canals, 
tunnels and washed away hillside are all evidence to the mining operation.  
At 11am, one of the canal/tunnels dug to channel water through and to 
collapse the hillside, opens for visitors.  Entrance is €3.00/person.  We are 
equipped with our headlights.  The channel is somewhat lit, and it helps 
to have extra light for secure footage.  The end of a channel opens up to 
an amazing viewpoint high above the green lush area below.  The red 
rock is in stark contrast to the scenery below.  From here we can clearly 
see the past channels that were dug and which collapsed the mountain.  
The debris was washed away to the ancient artiicial lake called today 
Lago de Carucedo, where the ore was panned.  500 tonnes of precious 
metal were supposed to have been extracted.  Very interesting to be able 
to witness the mechanism to mine metal during the Roman times.  From 

the Las Médulas we head north-west to Lugo, in the Provence of Galicia.  
Lugo was a bit of a surprise.  The old town is enclosed in a 6m thick and 
10m high Roman wall.  We expected something similar to Àvila, but as we 
get close to the city of 90,000 some people, all we can see is communist 
look-alike high-rises.  We ind a parking spot only 500m from the GPS 
coordinate of the wall.  There is no view of the wall until we are 50m from 
it.  The entire Roman wall is swallowed up be the high rises built within and 
all around the walls.  We are able to walk on top of the 6m wide wall the 
entire 2.5km circumference.  From Lugo we head east along the Camino 
de Santiago to the most eastern point of our trip to Spain, and the town 
of Santiago de Compostela.  Along the entire route we see pilgrim’s on 
bicycles, horseback or on foot to their inal destination the Cathedral of 
Santiago de Compostela.  A visit to the old town we leave for the next 
morning.  Meanwhile we set up camp within the city limits only 2.5km from 
the centre at the Camping As Cancelas for €25.20/night. 

Lots of great local food to be found in salamanca.

staying at el Bierzo Campsite close to Las Médulas, 300km nW of salamanca.
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Mina De oro De Las MÉDuLas  
an ancient roman gold-mining site, where large quantities of water were used to undermine the mountain.
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The ancient artiicial lake, the canals, tunnels and washed away hillside are all evidence to the mining operation.  
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Lugo 
the roman Wall dates from the 
3rd and 4th Centuries AD and is 

2.1km long containing 85 external 
towers and 10 gates.
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Within the roman walls lies 
the old town of Luga.

Camping in santiago de Compostela at the Camping as Cancelas and barbequing burgers and whipping up a fresh salad.
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j une 10, 2017: The temperature deinitely has dropped since 
getting into the northern provinces of Spain.  It is overcast making 
it a nice 2.5km walk from our campsite to the old part of town 

and the Praza do Obradorio.  The large square is partly taken over by an 
exhibition of vintage cars.  The entire Baroque façade of the Cathedral is 
covered in scafolding.  Which left us checking out the vintage cars instead.  
We continue onwards to the interior of the Cathedral. Entrance is free.  The 
interior is quite plain compared to the Cathedral of Seville or other churches 
dotted around Spain.  It is said that no modiications had been done to the 
interior since the 11th Century.  The south and north façade is without 
scafolding and the Porta das Praterias with its bas-relief sculptures easily 
visible.  We return to the campsite, pack up and get back on the road.  
Taking the N-550 and some other minor roads we reach A Coruña, a city on 
the north-western coast of Spain.  The re-built lighthouse, called Torre de 
Hércules originally built by the Romans, is supposed to be Europe’s oldest 
working lighthouse.  It is a good spot for us to have breakfast.  We continue 

east again, joining the Costa Verde, a very itting description (Green Coast) 
at Foz.  Detouring into Ribadeo from the divided highway we see almost 
with every house a Hórreos, granaries raised on stone silts to prevent rats 
climbing up into the grain.  Here in Asturias the granaries are mainly made 
out of wood.  Following the coastal road to Oviedo we arrive at around 4pm 
at the Pre-Romanesque or Asturian churches of Santa Maria del Naranco 
and San Miguel de Lillo.  The Santa Maria del Naranco was originally built 
as a summer palace for Ramiro I in the 9th century AD.  The architecture is 
very pleasing to the eye and so is the location, very peaceful.  To see the 
interior, we take part in a Spanish-speaking only tour at 4:30pm for €3.00/
person.  The near-by, in walking distance, other church, San Miguel de Lillo 
looks plain from the outside, the frescos are also in poor condition.  The 
highlight however is the doorframe depicting acrobats and animal tamers 
in the circus.  After completing the tour we return to the Coast Verde and 
set up camp at the Costa Verde Campsite near Colunga for €19.90/night.

the main entrance to the Church 
of the Convento de san Martiño pinario 
and the façade of the monastery facing  

the praza da inmaculada.

santiago De CoMposteLa
the old town centre has been designated a unesCo World heritage site.  

the Cathedral is the destination of the leading Catholic pilgrimage route since the 9th Century.
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the santiago Cathedral, with two (2) Baroque towers.  the west façade was unfortunately under renovation.
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the praza do obradoiro exhibits 
numerous vintage cars.
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these hórreos, granaries raised on stone silts to prevent rats climbing up into the grain, are common in north-western spain.

torre De hÉrCuLes 
the re-built lighthouse located in a Coruña, on the north-western coast of spain, was originally constructed by the romans.

praia de riazor, the beach in 
the town of a Coruña.
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santa Maria DeL naranCo   
Originally a royal palace built in 848 by Ramiro I of Asturias.  In the 12th Century when it was converted into a church.
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the pre-romanesque building with both Visigothic and Carolingian court structures.
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san MigueL De LiLLo 
this Church is part of the original royal palace.  it has some preserved remains of mural paintings and sculpted decoration.

at the Costa Verde Campsite near 
Colunga we  have ravioli for dinner.
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j une 11, 2017:  We arrive at the Cuevas de Altamira at 9:30am.  
At that time a line up had not yet formed and we are able to get 
tickets to the replica cave for 9:55am.  The cave originally was 

uncovered in 1868.  In the 1960’s mass tourism started to cause damage 
to the Magdalenian paintings.  The cave had been sealed by a landslide 
some 13,000 years ago, preserving the painting until it was opened up 
to tourism, the increase in oxygen and temperature caused rapid decay.  
From 1977 the Altamira cave was closed to the public.  At the re-opening 
in 1982 visits were limited to 8,500 people/year.  In 2001 the replica of the 
cave and its paintings were completed and opened in a new Museum to the 
public, stopping visits to the actual cave for preservation.  The Magdalenian 
paintings depict bison, hind, horses and mountain coat.  Today every ive 
(5) minutes a group of approximately 20 people enter the replica cave at 
a time.  The replica cave shows the paintings in the same environment 
and to scale as in the original cave, making the experience more realistic.  
Back on the road we continue along the coast to the congested area of 
Portugalete, San Vicente and Bilbao.  We park the truck along the Rio 
Nervión just as it merges with the ocean and walk along the promenade 
to the Vizcaya Bridge.  It was designed by the Basque architect Alberto de 

Palacio and completed in 1893. The 45m high bridge with its span of 160m, 
merges 19th-century ironworking traditions with the then new lightweight 
technology of twisted steel ropes. It was the irst bridge in the world to carry 
people and traic on a high suspended gondola.  In Bilbao we drive by the 
Guggenheim Museum, with no parking available we head on to our next 
destination south-west to the pre-historic Cueva de Atapueria, just 20km 
outside of Burgos.  We get there around 3:30pm to a deserted parking lot.  
The opening hours indicate that the museum is only open on Sundays 
from 9:30am to 1:30pm.  There is also a second museum more inland at 
the village of Atapuerca with the same opening hours.  En-route to the 
second museum we stop of at some prehistoric Rock columns.  We plan 
to return in the morning.  We head back east to Haro and set up camp at 
the Camping de Haro for €21.20/night.  A 10-minute walk gets us into the 
centre of the small town.  Haro is the centre for vineyards and bodegas of 
the Riojo Alta wine region.  After a walk through the alleyways we check 
out a small bar and taste some local wine and tapas.  A perfect ending of 
the day.  At the campsite we get on the internet and book our light back 
on June 17, 2017.

CueVas De 
aLtaMira  
it contains prehistoric 

cave art featuring charcoal 
drawings and polychrome 
paintings of contemporary 
local fauna, human hands, 

bisons and horses.
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ViZCaya BriDge
Completed in 1893 it was the irst bridge
 in the world to carry people and traic

 on a high suspended gondola. 

guggenheiM 
MuseuM

Located in in Bilbao. 
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haro 
is the centre for vineyards and bodegas of the riojo alta wine region.
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For dinner we have tapas and Wine in haro.  Before returning to our campsite we stop at the sweets store.

j une 12, 2017:  Straight south of Haro through pretty hills covered 
by rows of Rioja vines we stop of at the San Millàn de la Cogolla 
and its two (2) monasteries called Suso and Yuso.  We are 2-hrs 

before opening of the monasteries and decide not to stick around.  Instead 
we head back west to the Archaeological Site (museums) of Atapuerca.  
Yet again upon our arrival the parking lot is deserted, another look at the 
opening hours and it is conirmed.  There in the ine print with an asterics 
it states Lunes Cerrado, hence Mondays Closed.  Almost all museums 
in Spain are closed on Mondays.  Disappointed but not willing to hang 
around another day we get on the motorway at Burgos, past Vitoria and 
San Sebastian, leaving Spain behind and entering France again.  The 
roads get very busy around Bordeaux.  After a lot of driving we arrive at 

the Grotte de Lascaux at 7pm.  We only stopped to check out the ticket 
situation for the next day and as it turns out a good decision.  Only two (2) 
English-speaking tours had openings for the next day.  At 12:18pm and 
4pm.  Buying a couple of tickets for the 12:18pm tour for €16.00/person 
we are set.  20km further along the river we set up camp at probably the 
most beautiful campsite we had ever been to.  La Paradis, very itting.  The 
owners are very friendly and the grounds a beautiful garden were everyone 
has lots of privacy.  We check in for two (2) nights for €26.90/night).  Too 
tired to cook, we are easily convinced to have the 3-course meal of the 
day at the camp restaurant with some excellent local wine.  The food and 
service are very good as we treat ourselves to a €64.00 dinner.
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Monasterio san MiLLÀn De yuso 
a unesCo World heritage site consisting of two (2) monasteries called yuso and suso.
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atapuerCa 
an archaeological site where anthropogenic artifacts and human fossils from a broad time range of early humans, 

hunter-gatherer groups to Bronze age occupants and modern human settlers were discovered.
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FranCe

We camp at the La paradis, 20km from the grotte de Lascaux, and have dinner at the campsite restaurant.

j une 13, 2017:  Visiting the Grotto de Lascaux is an afterthought 
and Mike’s idea.  It perfectly coincides with the Altamira Cave 
Painting with a similar history.  As our tour is not until 12:18pm 

we irst take a drive through the beautiful countryside, stopping at the La 
Roque Saint-Christophe Clif, located halfway between Les Eyzies and 
Montignac-Lascaux.  It is a refuge built by the People of the Clifs thousands 
of years ago.  It has numerous dwellings and some of the civil engineering 
machines are reconstructed.  Following the Vézerè Valley we come upon 
a view of the Château et Jardins de Losse.  It is a very peaceful setting.  
In the village/town of Montignac we park the truck in the Lascaux parking 
lot and take a stroll into the old town, picking up some pastry at the bakery 
and stopping in the park overlooking the bridge and river to have breakfast.  
The store front windows are all covered in painted cartoon igures of the 
tour de France.  The tour is scheduled to pass through on July 11.  At 

12:18pm we start our much-anticipated English tour of the replica Lascaux 
Cave.  It is actually the second replica and just opened to the public six (6) 
months ago in December of 2016.  Much larger than the caves at Altamira, 
but similar paintings, just more of them.  It is quite an experience to see a 
5m large painting of a bull with huge horns on a celling.  At closer inspection 
some animal paintings have other animals hidden within them.  Mostly the 
dangerous animals like a bear.  Horses are depicted a lot as are ibex.  The 
original cave was closed to the public in 1962 due to the damage mass 
tourism had caused on the paintings similar to the Altamira Cave in Spain.  
A replica cave reopened in 1982 and was followed up with todays Lascaux 
Centre International.  A perfect preservation of some precious past history.  
Back at the campsite with 80% humidity and 30°C plus temperature we hit 
the pool for a couple of hours.  A barbeque of bratwurst with salad and a 
local bottle of red wine complete the day.
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La roQue saint-Christophe CLiFF
the limestone wall, one kilometer long and 80m high was occupied by cave dwellers as far back as 55000 years ago.
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the Château et jardins de Losse in the Vézerè valley.
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grottes De 
LasCauX

over 600 wall paintings cover the 
interior walls and ceilings of the cave 

dating as far back as 17000 years.

Walking through the picturesque 
town of Montignac.
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the cave painting have been replicated in a Museum to protect the cave.  the most famous is 
the hall of the Bulls where bulls, equines, aurochs, stags and the only bear in the cave are depicted.
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j une 14, 2017:  From Lascaux we motor along A7 to Lyon and 
detour south to a small village of St-Romain-en-Gal and its Musee 
Archeologique. A ind in the Guidebook by Mike.  It houses some 

amazing mosaics, which were found during the excavation of the Roman 
town located right beside the River Rhone.  The archeological site of the 
Roman town lies outside the museum.  Humidity and temperatures are 
high and we do not really feel like exploring the ancient ruins.  The air-
conditioned museum is perfect for €6.00/person.  The mosaic collection 
and presentation is very well done.  The most amazing mosaic took 1.5 
years to restore and is called the Châtiment de Lycurgue.  Even painted 
wall portions are on display.  One of the massive loor mosaics has been 

laid out to include period dated replica furniture and cutlery to provide a 
better picture of what it would have looked like.  The archeological site 
dates from 100BC to 300AD.  In the end we have a quick walk through the 
site of which not much is left, except the contour stone walls of buildings 
and the roman roads/streets.  After our small detour we continue north past 
Lyon for a couple more hours to a town called Lons-le-Saunier and set up 
camp at the La Marjorie Campsite for €16.20/night.  After cutting up some 
cheese, frying up some potatoes, onions and eggs and opening a French 
bottle of wine a thunderstorm rolls over us and relieves us of the heavy and 
hot air.  Perfect for sleeping. 

an afternoon dip in the Campsite pool 
and bratwurst, salad and wine for dinner.

saint-roMain-en-gaL 
the archaeological site is one of the largest in France devoted to gallo-roman civilisation.
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the Baths of the Wrestlers. the house of the ocean gods.

a roman grandite road. the Fullonica, basins to wash textiles.The Hypocaust, underloor heating system.
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Mosaic of River Gods surrounded by the Personiications of the Seasons.

Mosaic with hercules strangling the nemean Lion in the centre, eight winning athletes and the Four seasons.
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Mosaic Floor with hylas and the nymphs (150-200aD).
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Fragements of Frescos found in the houses of the archaeological site.  Modif are of a candelabra and waders with marsh plants.

the Dining room (triclinium). the Bedroom (Cubiculum).
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Mosaic of ambrosia and Lycurgus.

ambrosia turned into a grapevine. Lycurgus cutting the grapevine.
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j une 15 to 17, 2017:  We are bee-lining for the area around Tom’s 
Fahrzeugtechnik.  After 200km of French Autobahn we re-enter 
Germany at the same spot Mühlheim where we had left a few 

weeks earlier.  By Freiburg we get of the Autobahn for some fuel, as 
the prices for diesel on the Autobahn gas stations are signiicantly more 
money.  At the gas station I notice that it is all self pay/service and asking 
a local get conirmation that it is a Religious holiday.  This explains why we 
see a lot of traic, especially motorhomes on the roads.  Around Karlsruhe 
the Autobahn going south is backed up for kilometers.  We are in luck 
and traic is lowing smoothly going north.  We arrive at a campsite near 
Kitzigen, however the area around it is packed and the sign at the entrance 
gate reads “Full”.  It does not help that the weather is beautifully hot and 
sunny.  The next campsite is 25km away in a straight line and takes us 
45 minutes to get to.  Same situation.  The original plan was to stay at a 
campsite for two (2) nights close to Tom’s to clean the truck, get our gear 
together and wash the bedding prior to leaving on the train to Frankfurt and 
lying back to Turkey.  It seemed not meant to be.  Instead we call up Tom 
to ask if we could camp out in his massive backyard at the pond.   Tom and 
the entire crew are in Bad Kissingen at Europe’s biggest of-road Messe.  

He has no issues as always.  At his place his wife ofers to wash our 
bedding.  With almost no food left in our truck we head to the neighboring 
village of Seelbach and have dinner at “Die Taube”.  A place we had visited 
before.  Here Mike and I get our Schnitzel ix complete with Pommes and 
delicious salad and local Radler and Dunkelbier all for €26.00 including tip. 
On June 16 we clean the truck inside and outside at a gas station.  Pack 
up and rest.  In the evening we return to the “Die Taube” for dinner.  Mike 
has his beloved Schnitzel, while I opt for some wild deer.  The next day 
we park the truck at Tom’s old shop and walk the 100m over to the train 
station in Markt Bibart.  The time schedule and ticket we had purchased 
the previous day at the dispenser for €40.00/person.  The Regional train 
from Markt Bibart leaves a few minutes late at 7:15am.  In Würzburg we 
have 20 minutes to change trains, but once we arrive the Würzburg to 
Frankfurt Airport EC is delayed by 15 minutes.  No issues again as we had 
given ourselves plenty of time before the light.  The 2-hour IC ride places 
us at the Terminal 2 of the Frankfurt Airport at after 10am.  Our light leaves 
from Terminal 1 at 14:15pm and we arrive on time at 6:30pm in Dalaman 
where Alper’s driver (our prearranged transfer) is waiting and whisks us 
home to Kalkan and our cats. 

in Lons-le-saunier we set up camp at the La Marjorie Campsite.  For dinner it is 
fried eggs with veggies, potatoes, a variety of local cheeses and of course French wine.
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